
Rec Department Minutes 

September 16, 2015 

 

This meeting was held to determine the fate of the 2015 Autumn Festival.   

-In attendance- Mindy Buxton, Shawn Talbot, Nichole Talbot, LaDonna Howard 

Items Discussed- 

Music- we had discussed Mike Ordway as he has done this in the past 

 *update* I spoke with Mike and Deb had already contacted him. Phileep will 

be performing from 11-1:30 and Mike will perform from 1:30-4. It will cost $500. 

- I am making a follow up call Monday to make sure the funds are still going to be 

paid for by the Sterns Burton Lecture Fund. The contact person was unavailable this 

week. 

Bonfire- Eric Maxwell handles all the setup of the bonfire. He also has a safety day 

plan. He will have ambulance and fire truck at the field and things for the kids. They 

park on the back end of the open space.   

*update* I will be doing the cleanup after the bon fire.  

Adverstising- change sign at field, oakridge to change the signs. 

Hay Ride- Sean McInerney 878-4349 *still no contact. Have to speak to Chief 

regarding going on Temple road this year.  

Hay- Borrowing 20 bales from the Talbots 

Pony Rides- Villa Pony’s *already have their form in they are located on the outfield 

of upper field. 

Flyers- Talbots will make them up and give to Mindy(me) to print and I will bring 

them to Highbridge Hill to distribute and Mascenic and Boynton to announce.  

*anyone willing to hang them around town. 

Pumpkin decorating- Beth Somero is donating apples, I thought that would be fun. 

Left message with Greg Wilkins 



Food- I spoke with Annette. She is all set. 

Apple Press- Angelika Webber offered to let us “rent” her apple press 

*we will need apples donated 

Rides- Bounce house- we might have one donated- Baseball has offered to run it. 

And I agreed because they found it lol 

-Nichole found that awesome wall climbing bounce thing for $65! Love new ideas. 

Thanks Nichole 

Still would like more new ideas to add 

-Pie throwing 

-Sumo wrestling 

-cub scouts donut eating (LaDonna) 

Donation Bucket 

50/50 

Beth Somero has decided not to run the farmers market on this day. I will be 

sending an email to the vendors just so they have the option of still coming.  

I have a beginning list of vendors is anyone interested in keeping track of vendors 

and their locations? This will include the day of for setup. 

It has always been Debs thing to ask people to bring a canned good for the food 

pantry and I think we should keep this tradition. Any volunteers for this? 

 

Typically we have organizations run some things. If we can’t fill them I have a list of 

kid volunteers willing to do so.  

 

We will need cleanup crew. Yes including poop scooping. We will need a wheel 

barrel and a shovel but also cleaning up any trash etc. Its soccer season and it needs 

to be ready for practices on Monday.  


